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Executive Summary
Glasgow citizens borrow over £57,000,0001 annually through payday lenders, home credit, pawnbrokers, and rent-to-own
outlets. Once the likely number of retail catalogue users is added, it is plausible that 100,000 citizens are accessing a range of
products from financial providers of non-standard credit.
In December 2012, Glasgow City Council unanimously agreed a motion proposed by Cllr Paul Rooney that stated:
“Glasgow City Council condemns the rise of pay day lending in the City and the extortionate rates of interest they charge. We
believe that such pay day lenders prey on the most vulnerable in our City and in the light of further welfare reforms note with
deep concern the potential for many more Glaswegians to be trapped in the cycle of debt. Council will work alongside relevant
partners to inform how best we can tackle this social scourge”.
A cross party Sounding Board, chaired by Councillor Paul Rooney (Labour); and comprising Councillor Gerry Boyle (SNP) and
Bailie Dr Nina Baker (Green) supported by council officers and Niall Alexander, a recognised independent expert in affordable
credit and financial inclusion, was subsequently established.
1.

Evidence hearings

1.1

Since its inception the Sounding Board has gathered, through evidence hearings, a range of views and opinions on the impact
of, and reasons for, the proliferation of payday and other forms of non-standard lending; including its prevalence, customer
numbers, demographics, loan volumes, costs and impact on Glasgow’s people.

1

£57.4m made up of an estimated 37,772 (Glasgow weighted) home credit users in Glasgow borrowing £20.4m using Competition Commission UK figs of £1.3bn advanced UK wide. Additional sums
of £21.3m payday loan advances (extrapolated using both OFT figs of £2.2bn issued UK wide and taking Glasgow as 0.9715% of UK adult population using Census 2011 data. A figure of 37.5m
estimated rent to own borrowing using BrightHouse 227,000 customers paying £23 (avg per week) from 253 stores UK wide (7 in Glasgow, estimated spend £7.5m). Pawnbroker’s UK wide £851m
advanced in 2012 suggests around £8.2m Glasgow. These are just the main players in non-standard lending; figures for catalogue use, illegal moneylending, and a Glasgow-weighting factor for all
bar home credit are not included but would substantially increase the figures.
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1.2 The Office of Fair Trading (OFT) payday lending compliance review (final report) issued during this exercise, estimates that up
to 8.2m payday loans were issued through retail and online lenders in the UK in 2011/2012 amounting to £2.2bn. It also
highlighted some major concerns, notably the revenues apparently generated from rolling over loans:
1.3

In February 2013, the Competition Commission reported that the UK home credit industry is estimated to lend £1.3bn to
around 2.4m customers (2011 figures)2 and that 90% of customers can be found in the bottom half of income deciles.

1.4

Since 2006 the pawn broking industry has significantly increased. In 2012 a market turnover of £851m represents an increase
of 313% from £248m.3 At this time the Sounding Board is aware of 55 pawnbrokers operating in Glasgow.

1.5

In addition to these figures the rent-to-own store, BrightHouse, reported a turnover in 2012 of £266m across their 253 stores,
seven of which operate in Glasgow and there are an unknown but significant number of mail order catalogue users. The
evidence hearings established that catalogue use is more prevalent than home collected credit in Glasgow.

2
3

“Understanding past market investigation remedies Home credit” (Competition Commission) February 2013 page 17
Consumer Credit Magazine Mar: May 2013 V68 No.1
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1.6 The payday and non-standard lenders advised that over 80% of both payday online and payday retail customers in Glasgow
repaid on time and in full, higher than the OFT review figure of 68%.4
1.7 Industry representatives’ asserted that the growth in demand for payday lending and research figures around levels of
customer satisfaction suggest a credit vacuum filled - in some cases satisfactorily - as a result of the withdrawal of mainstream
credit.
1.8

For a significant minority borrowing represents a serious and on-going problem of income deprivation and over indebtedness,
impacting on the health and wellbeing of thousands of individuals, families and communities across Glasgow.

1.9

Debt and money advice agencies involved in this investigation told of over indebted customers who have been unfairly and,
possibly, illegally pursued for debts owed, reporting telephone harassment, texting harassment and misuse of Continuous
Payment Authorities (CPAs).5

1.10 Individuals securing multiple payday loans on the same day, and often using these to fund serious gambling addictions were
reported. We heard from an employed customer, earning £800 per month, who had seven outstanding payday (online) debts,
five of which were locked into Continuous Payment Authorities having borrowed sums exceeding her monthly income to fund
a family financial crisis. Another payday borrower, an undischarged bankrupt, employed as a 31 hour per week cleaner, told
us that she had repeatedly borrowed £200 fortnightly. The lender using CPA then withdrew £255 from her account when her
wages (£247 paid fortnightly) were lodged by her employer. Left without any money for the forthcoming two weeks she
believed she had no choice but to borrow again, a sum of £200 in a continuous cycle. She had borrowed in this fashion for

4

Payday Lending Compliance Review Final Report Annexe A Quantitative findings (OFT) March 2013
Continuous Payment Authorities (CPA) is a payment method whereby a customer gives their credit or debit card details to a short-term lender, authorising them to take payment from the account,
with the consumer able to withdraw permission for the repayments. When collecting payments via CPA the lender must be “reasonable and proportionate”, and have regard for the borrower’s
financial position. The OFT identified some instances of improper use of CPA, including lenders’ failure to explain
to borrowers how it works and how it can be cancelled, and trying to take payment when they have reason to believe that there are insufficient funds in an account.
5
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almost one year, she will appear as an “on time, in full” payer on the payday lender’s records but is far from being a satisfied
customer.
1.11 The Sounding Board is of the view that without the pressure from politicians, lobby groups and scrutiny panels to check
invidious practice that the short term and payday industry would have continued some unpleasant unabated practices. Since
the publication of the Office of Fair Trading (OFT) Payday Lending Compliance Review in March 2013 the increased national
attention and media coverage has led to a welcomed reaction from lenders. It appears clear to the Sounding Board that the
payday and short term industry tactical response to the OFT review is an intention to alter many practices in an attempt to
fend off future legislation.
1.12 Bank and credit card debt remains the highest by volume across Glasgow’s debt agencies. We did not speak to banks but
believe their reluctance to offer simple, straightforward loan products or revolving credit facilities has created some of the
space for the rise of payday and short term lending.
1.13 Our enquiry confirmed there is little crossover between payday and home credit customer demographics. We accept that
there is a spectrum of non-standard users; they are not homogeneous.
1.14 Policis6 reported to us that:
“the most deprived communities in Glasgow have a distinctive pattern of credit use compared to other deprived communities in
UK…credit profile of tenants in deprived social housing communities in Glasgow reveals lowest levels of mainstream credit use,
highest use of home credit a higher use and range of non-standard lending providers, but highest penetration of credit union /
CDFI lending”

6

Policis is an independent consultancy specialising in evidence based policy development, both in the UK and internationally.

7

“Payday users are a very different demographic to other users of non-standard lending – much closer in profile to low income
revolving credit users with very little cross over with home credit / BrightHouse / credit union lending, and a significant cross over
with mainstream credit”
1.15 Sharon Collard, Research Fellow at University of Bristol’s Personal Finance Research Centre (PFRC) reported from her research
for the Department for Business Innovation and Skills (BIS) that borrowers least affected by any credit curtailment or cap
would be the online payday customer who had the widest credit choices and the profile of the least vulnerable borrower. The
PFRC report highlights a granulation within the non-standard market, different borrowers for different products over different
term.

8

1.16 A consensus emerged from witnesses that there is a significant minority, perhaps 25% to 35% of payday / short term users,
who are hindered by their use of payday and other forms of non-standard lending.

9

1.17 For some customers, the decision to take credit is informed and serves its function. The Sounding Board is concerned with the
significant minority, often but not always in the bottom 20% of incomes for whom this is not the case. In Glasgow, 49% of all
citizens are within the bottom 20% of UK incomes.7
1.18 The nature of the problem for this group is clear from Step Change debt charity figures in Glasgow. In 2009 just 3% of their
customers (23 clients) presenting with debt and money advice issues had a payday loan as part of their portfolio of debt, this
has risen to 25% - a rise of 733% - between January and March 2013.
Percentage of Step Change clients with payday loan in Glasgow
(Source Step Change)

2009
3% 2010
4%
2013
25%

2011
11%

2012
18%

1.19 Debt and money advice agencies set out evidence of the detrimental impacts of payday lending on many vulnerable citizens,
people who, by any consideration needed debt advice not debt accumulation when they took out a loan.
1.20 The APR on payday loans are often identified as the pivotal issue but it is invariably the “cost” of credit, not the “price” that
customers consider. Most commentators agree that APR is a poor way to compare short term loans, For example,
7

285,209 residents of Glasgow are within the bottom 20% of national incomes. 49% of all Glasgow population. Source: Glasgow Indicators Project.
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•

A £100 loan repaying £120 over 48 month (term) will produce an APR of 9.6%.

•

a £100 loan repaying £120 over 12 month (term) will produce an APR of 41.3%

•

a £100 loan repaying £120 over 1 month (term) will produce an APR of 791.6%

1.21 Politicians exploring alternatives are faced with the conundrum of ‘pricing for risk’; high sounding interest rates to cover costs;
accusations of market interference and over regulation; limiting choice; and potentially exacerbating health and social welfare
by limiting the availability of loans to customers already unable to access mainstream lending.
2.

Informing our recommendations

2.1

It is evident that there is a clear correlation between the rise in payday lending and the impact of the mid 2000’s financial
crisis, the global recession, UK austerity and the withdrawal of credit from standard providers. In addition, the downward
pressure on household budgets has created a perfect storm for the demand for financial help - wages and / or benefits being
insufficient to meet basic needs.

2.2

Hearing the evidence has highlighted the balance between irresponsible lending and irresponsible borrowing, the Sounding
Board articulate a concern that the availability of CPA’s on short term debt allows lenders to forego affordability assessment
and probably assists the “on time, in full” claims of the industry. In short, CPA might ensure repayment for the payday lender,
but it might be leaving the borrower vulnerable.

2.3

The use of Continuous Payment Authorities (CPAs) and evidence of their misuse exercised the group and led to the conclusion
that this is inexcusable and should be stopped concluding that an end to CPA use in the short term lending market would be
beneficial. Glasgow City Council will lobby government to legislate against this practice for loans of less than six months term.

2.4 Concerns about the correlation between gambling, particularly Fixed Odds Betting Terminals (FOBTs), and the co-location of
gambling premises near payday loan outlets were raised. Glasgow gambles around £829m yielding its’ 214 bookmakers in
excess of £26m. Anecdotal evidence from debt agencies highlighted where links were evident between payday loans and
11

gambling. In one case, a customer with 3 x £200 payments from one lender in one afternoon was then spent in the bookies
next door. Step Change Debt Charity estimate that around 1 in 10 payday loans have a gambling related issue. The
Sounding Board concluded that this requires further consideration within planning regulation.
2.5

Many witnesses encouraged the Sounding Board to both promote social enterprise alternatives and actively market and
advertise the wealth and health warnings of payday and high cost credit. Glasgow has a well developed credit union strategy
with 140,000 credit union members in the city and supports Scotcash, a CDFI providing access to affordable credit. Glasgow
City Council will actively continue to promote the service, ethos and values attached to becoming a member of a credit union
by opening a credit union savings account for every student in their first year of secondary school beginning in August 2013.
Glasgow City Council will continue to encourage access to affordable credit and other financial services through Scotcash.

2.6

Some pioneers in the credit union movement have piloted payday lending. Exploring the findings of the London Mutual work
for local application it is apparent that Glasgow’s credit unions cannot risk member deposits on high-risk, unsecured lending.

2.7

The Church of Scotland is active in their attempts to support community finance. They have expressed interest in supporting
those community lenders in Glasgow who have an appetite to serve the short term loan market with ethical good practice
alternatives and will work with willing social enterprises in Glasgow to develop the robust model required. We welcome their
potential intervention to work with ethical good practice alternatives.

2.8

The Sounding Board learned that price (APR) is not the sole factor for consumers determining their loan choices, and in
reaching a conclusion and making recommendations we are mindful of the balance between consumer choice and consumer
protection.

2.9

Our research included conversations with low income consumers for whom borrowing represented a value proposition. That
is, the 30 day repayments of £39 on £30; £59.50 on £45; and £65 on £50 were considered excellent value, at a time when their
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choice was limited, they needed cash, and a lender was prepared to offer what they needed, when nothing else appeared
available.
2.10 The Sounding Board therefore suggest there is an opportunity for lower cost alternatives to be developed in Glasgow,
notwithstanding the challenges around set up, such as the requirements of: substantial loan capital; trained personnel,
straightforward information systems, responsive decision-making and delivery processes, as well as competitive costs to meet
customer expectations.
2.11 Scotcash has a role to address a small part of the short term / instant credit market. They advise that improvement in
infrastructure and improvements in pre-screening could assist their aim of seeing people more quickly; they offer instant
loans, unsecured, competitively priced for risk, but they need to be able to do so with a speed of processing after affordability
and creditworthiness checking that replicates short term lending. If Scotcash could process loans more quickly it is possible
that they could meet the desire for fast cash in an environment of longer periods for repayments, same cash amount
advanced, smaller weekly instalments with fewer penalty charges in repayments for example.
2.12 In the main, the Sounding Board remain unconvinced that the majority of Glasgow citizens are helped by short-term, highcost credit although the evidence hearings led us to concur that there is a case for instant loans, and acknowledge that often
small sum loans are a better alternative for both credit-impaired and indeed non-credit-impaired individuals whose
alternatives might be higher cost authorised or unauthorised overdraft charges. However, we are wholly unconvinced that a
repayment term of less than 30 days suit many low income consumers managing day-to-day.
2.13 The practices of Glasgow’s credit unions and Scotcash set out empathetic, supportive and responsible lending, taking time to
support declined applicants in their approach.
2.14 Evidence supported the need for the development of a real time database; to ensure everyone connected with the industry
uploads real time data to inform the loan process, that is to ensure lenders are aware if an applicant has multiple loans
13

outstanding with other lenders, to improve creditworthiness and affordability protocols, recognising the temptation of over
indebted individuals to hide other payday loans from lenders. In addition to a real time database restrictions in the number of
short term loans held at any one time is recommended.
2.15 Evidence noted that even a small lender like Scotcash, who lend under GBP £1m annually, see a spike in enquiries on the back
of limited advertising. Therefore extending the use of advertising and marketing to advise of the indicators of debt and the
dangers of high cost credit, and to highlight the assistance, advice and alternatives will be undertaken.
2.16 We were struck by many who expressed concern at the connection between payday lending and high profile sporting activity.
To mitigate, it is suggested that local high profile sports people promote credit alternatives and debt and money advice. This
suggestion will be pursued, inviting Glasgow’s premier sporting clubs to associate with the health and wealth debt warnings
and promotion of not for profit alternatives.
2.17 Additionally the work of Greater Easterhouse Money Advice Project’s (GEMAP) apprentices is of interest. Young people are
trained to deliver financial capability programmes in schools to students through years S1 to S4. The Sounding Board will
investigate ways to increase the number of apprentices in a Glasgow-wide programme of financial capability informing future
consumers about their credit options, budgeting and saving.
2.18 The Consumer Finance Association (CFA) alluded to an industry populated by many companies providing a valued service in a
fair and transparent manner with self-imposed caps on credit, ill-served by rogue practices. Their CEO, Russell Hamblin-Boone
told us and Credit Today magazine that the industry is not well served by rogue elements.
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“While less reputable lenders are in the market, we are all tarred with the same brush. It is down to the CFA to prove that part of
the market is taking its responsibilities seriously and putting in place consumer protection”8
2.19 To that extent the Sounding Board suggest that further scrutiny and regulation ought not to cause offence or create anxiety
within these reputable lenders – they tell us they do things right, therefore scrutiny and regulation will create confidence in the
sector and protect those using the services, helping to maximise incomes by incorporating better information and support
services as part of industry improvement.
2.20 To play our part Glasgow City Council is discouraging access to payday lending websites from any Council portal and will not
rent any council shop property for payday lending activity and will encourage community planning partners to do the same. A
number of partners have responded positively - Glasgow Housing Association, the local divisions of Police Scotland and the
Scottish Fire and Rescue Service, Greater Glasgow & Clyde NHS, SPT, Glasgow Caledonian and Strathclyde Universities.
2.21 We will actively investigate ways to reduce the advertising and visibility of payday retail shop front advertising and will
prioritise Trading Standards Officials to be vigilant in monitoring and supervising payday lending to ensure compliance with
statutory lending requirements.
2.22 Scrutinising the industry closely our Trading Standards Officers (TSO’s) will ensure that all appropriate legislation is being met.
Our message is, if you are going to lend money in Glasgow it will be done properly.

8

Russell Hamblin-Boone quoted in “Riding the Payday Rollercoaster” an article within “The Rise of Short term Credit” special report published by Credit Today
(May 2013)
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Conclusion
The overwhelming evidence confirms heavy non-standard credit use in Glasgow with issues of vulnerability, lack of
affordability and irresponsible lending and borrowing, but the reality appears to fit the PFRC report position:
“An apparent dependency on (home) credit did not seem to reflect financial difficulty but rather long term poverty”
To address the issues arising from the evidence that exacerbate long term poverty, operating within its sphere of influence, the
Sounding Board propose 17 recommendations across four categories:
•

Regulation and constraint

•

Promotion and prevention

•

Influence and evidence

•

Changing behaviour

16

17

18

19
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Resulting directly from our conversations we will start by:
•

Actively promoting a savings habit for all new first year secondary pupils by opening a credit union savings account with a
donation of £10 per pupil;

•

Actively promoting the service, ethos and values of the credit unions; encourage their growth to open up access to low cost
share-based affordable credit;

•

Increasing the marketing of Scotcash and credit unions;

•

Explore opportunities to develop Scotcash in partnership with Glasgow Housing Association;

•

Investigate the development of lower cost alternatives;

•

Publicising the assistance and advice available;

•

Investigating ways to increase the number of apprentices in a Glasgow wide programme of financial capability to inform
potential consumers about their credit options, budgeting and saving;

•

Lobbing the UK Government to outlaw the CPA practice for loans of less than six months term;

•

Investigate the prevalence of and correlation between gambling, particularly Fixed Odds Betting Terminals (FOBTs), and the
co-location of gambling premises near payday loan outlets;

•

Promote the necessity of a real time database and restrictions in the number of individual short term loans held at any one
time;

•

Discouraging access to payday lending websites from any Council portal;

•

Reducing payday shop development on the high street;

•

Reducing the ability of payday lenders to advertise via the shop front;

•

Embolden Trading Standards Officers (TSO’s) to ensure all appropriate legislation is being properly met.
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1. Introduction
1.1

Glasgow citizens borrow over £57,000,0009 annually through payday lenders, home credit, pawnbrokers, and rent-to-own
outlets. Once the likely number of retail catalogue users is added a figure of 100,000 citizens accessing a range of products
from financial providers of non-standard products is probable.

1.2

The growing evidence of debt and money advice organisations of the increasing number of clients presenting with
unsustainable debt, and rising concern amongst policy makers and the general public about the increased use of payday
(online and retail), other short term and non-standard lending had led to action by Glasgow City Council.

1.3

In December 2012, Glasgow City Council unanimously agreed a motion proposed by Councillor Paul Rooney that stated:
“Glasgow City Council condemns the rise of pay day lending in the City and the extortionate rates of interest they charge. We
believe that such pay day lenders prey on the most vulnerable in our City and in the light of further welfare reforms note with
deep concern the potential for many more Glaswegians to be trapped in the cycle of debt. Council will work alongside relevant
partners to inform how best we can tackle this social scourge”.

1.4

A cross party Sounding Board, chaired by Councillor Paul Rooney (Labour) and comprising Councillor Gerry Boyle (SNP) and
Bailie Dr Nina Baker (Green) supported by council officers and Niall Alexander, a recognised independent expert in affordable
credit and financial inclusion, was subsequently established.

2.

Responding to information

9

£57.4m made up of an estimated 37,772 (Glasgow weighted) home credit users in Glasgow borrowing £20.4m using Competition Commission UK figs of £1.3bn advanced UK wide. Additional sums
of £21.3m payday loan advances (extrapolated using both OFT figs of £2.2bn issued UK wide and taking Glasgow as 0.9715% of UK adult population using Census 2011 data. A figure of 37.5m
estimated rent to own borrowing using BrightHouse 227,000 customers paying £23 (avg per week) from 253 stores UK wide (7 in Glasgow estimated spend £7.5m). Pawnbroker’s UK wide £851m
advanced in 2012 suggests around £8.2m Glasgow. These are just the main players in non-standard lending; figures for catalogue use, illegal money lending, and a Glasgow-weighting factor for all
bar home credit are not included but would substantially increase the figures.
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2.1

In February 2013, the Competition Commission cited Policis research (from 2011) which reported that the home credit industry
was now estimated to lend £1.3bn to around 2.4m customers with 90% of customers in the bottom half of income deciles.

2.2

Extrapolating from this figure it is fair to conclude that if Glasgow drew an average share of the credit issued it would infer
£12.6m advanced to 23,300 customers. As part of the evidence hearings Policis confirmed that home credit usage in Glasgow
amongst those in the bottom income deciles is significantly higher than average. Their figures suggest very high credit usage
amongst the bottom income deciles in Glasgow confirming its reputation as a hotbed of home credit and true figures are
more likely to be £20.5m lent to 38,000 customers.

2.3

On the 6th March 2013 the Office of Fair Trading (OFT) review into payday lending was issued. This review estimates that up to
8.2m payday loans were issued through retail and online lenders in the UK in 2011/12 amounting to £2.2bn. If Glasgow’s adult
population borrowed an average share of the £2.2bn through 8.2m loans it would infer £21.3m advanced through 81,600
separate loan transactions. Evidence indicates that the figures in Glasgow are higher than national averages.

2.4

Determining the precise number of individuals who use payday (online and retail) is difficult. An in-depth research report in
2011 for the Financial Times estimated 4m payday loan users.10 R311 research in November 2012 indicated that more than 5m
people said they were considering taking out a payday loan in 2013.12

2.5 The non-standard industry also includes rent-to-own stores like BrightHouse who reported a turnover in 2012 of £266m across
their 253 UK stores; seven being in Glasgow. Based on these figures and using previous acknowledgment by BrightHouse of
the average customer spend, in Glasgow an estimated £7.5m could be borrowed annually.

10

Sharlene Goff and Sarah O’Connor “Payday loan complaints double” (Financial Times) Dec 13, 2011
. R3 stands for ‘Rescue, Recovery, and Renewal’ and is also known as the Association of Business Recovery Professionals. Website www.r3.org.uk R3 is the trade body for Insolvency Professionals,
and is made up of 97% of the UK’s Insolvency Practitioners
12
www.r3.org.uk/media/documents/policy/research_reports/personal_debt_snap/R3_Personal_Debt_Snapshot_(9th)_-_Payday_Loans_Nov_2012.pdf
11
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2.6

The past six years have seen a significant increase in pawnbroking. The market turnover in 2012 of £851m represented an
increase of 313% from £248m in 2006.13 At least 55 pawnbrokers operate in Glasgow.

2.7

In addition to these figures there will be an unknown but significant number of mail order catalogue users. Policis estimate
that catalogue use amongst the lowest income deciles in Glasgow is more prevalent than home collected credit.

2.8 These reports lend the Sounding Board to assert that as many as 100,000 people14 are using the services of payday, (online and
retail), short term, pawn, home credit, catalogues, rent-to-own stores and other legitimate, for-profit, non-standard lenders in
Glasgow. For a significant minority of the population their borrowing represents a serious and on-going problem of income
deprivation, poverty and over indebtedness, (73% of Glasgow’s population are within the bottom half of deciles, and 50% are
in the bottom 20%.15) leading to significant health and social welfare consequences for individuals, families and communities.
2.9 With these figures in mind the Sounding Board set about gathering, through evidence hearings, a range of views and opinions
on the impact of, and reasons for, the proliferation of payday and other forms of non-standard lending; it’s prevalence in the
city including customer numbers, demographics, loan volumes, costs and consequences for Glasgow citizens.

13

Consumer Credit Magazine Mar: May 2013 V68 No.1
38,000 home credit, 20,400 payday, 6,300 rent to own, 7,240 pawn shop plus unknown number of catalogue users and other non-standard lenders.
15
Glasgow Indicators Project
14
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3.

The context

3.1

The evidence hearings straddled the release of three significant documents:

3.1.1

“The OFT Payday Lending Compliance Review; Final Report, March 2013” set out a scathing indictment of the industry,
putting all 250 payday lenders on 12 weeks’ notice to address issues of non-compliance or face losing their licence to
operate. The report also indicates that the OFT is minded to refer the industry to the Competition Commission.

3.1.2

“The Impact On Business And Consumers Of A Cap On The Total Cost Of Credit released by the Department for Business
Innovation and Skills (BIS) written by the Personal Finance Research Centre and the University of Bristol which identified
non-standard demographics and examined the implications of a cap on credit concluding that at present a variable total
cost of credit cap is not the way to address consumer detriment in the payday lending market in the short term.

3.1.3

CP13/7: High-Level Proposals for A FCA Regime for Consumer Credit an FSA Consultation Paper that specifically detailed the
intention to increase monitoring and enforcement to protect consumers. The report makes particular reference to payday
lending as the industry that will be most closely monitored.
These reports will have a significant bearing on the future of short term and payday lending in the UK. The likelihood is some
form of immediate consolidation within the market; some will leave the marker voluntarily, others forcibly.

3.2 The national context
3.2.1

In the past six years, the world economy has suffered the shock of a global banking crisis, which has in turn led to
unprecedented consequences for most developed world economies. These consequences included widespread recession
and a subsequent sovereign debt crisis.

25

3.2.2

Central banks have committed to a “whatever it takes”16 reaction and pumped money in unprecedented levels through
quantitative easing (QE) into economies to maintain record low interest rates. Banks have been hoarding cash to repair their
balance sheets. Moody’s17 withdrew their UK’s AAA credit rating and there has been a marked reduction in consumer
confidence as governments worldwide impose austerity measures to varying degrees to reduce budget deficits.

3.2.3

In the UK, since 2007, there has been a persistent flat-lining economy. Almost half (10) of the past 21 quarters since Q1 of
2008 have produced negative GDP figures, and a cumulative growth of negative 3%. In contrast the 21 quarters to Q4 2007
were all positive and resulted in a 16.5% cumulative growth rate.

3.2.4

Austerity measures in the UK including welfare and housing reforms will
have a significant impact on those in the bottom income deciles,18 such as
a projected increase in absolute child poverty.

3.2.5

The Institute for Fiscal Studies (IFS) said in 2010 that ‘with the exception of
the richest two percent of earners the overall thrust of the five-year austerity
drive would hit the bottom half of earners hardest.’19 In 2013 they repeated
this assertion at a David Hume Institute lecture in Edinburgh, and in a BBC
report20 stating “Households on the lowest incomes have been
disproportionally hit by benefits to people of working age and tax credits

16

Speech by Mario Draghi, President of the European Central Bank at the Global Investment Conference in London 26 July 2012 “But there is another message I want to tell you. Within our mandate,
the ECB is ready to do whatever it takes to preserve the euro. And believe me, it will be enough”.
17
Moody's Investors Service provides international financial research on bonds issued by commercial and government entities and, with Standard & Poor's and Fitch Group, is considered one of
the Big Three credit rating agencies.
18
Many commentators and think tanks such as the Institute for Fiscal Studies identify the bottom two income deciles as suffering the most financial pain – in terms of impact - throughout the years
2011 – 2015. In particular the IFS identify social housing tenants, lone parents and those with larger numbers of dependent children will suffer disproportionately. The IFS recognise the greatest
financial loss will be within the top 10 percent deciles but add that the impact will be greatest in the bottom 20%.
19
http://uk.reuters.com/article/2010/10/22/uk-britain-spending-ifs-idUKLNE69L00P20101022
20
Anthony Reuben Budget 2013: Who has lost the most and the least? www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-21740450 16 March 2013
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being raised by less than the rate of inflation”. The table indicates where IFS see the greatest pain for household types.
3.2.6

A Credit Today special report in May 2013 states “Data from Bank of England shows growth in consumer credit has been
increasing through 2012, but a £2.7 billion drop in supply in the last quarter suggests the market has changed”
They go on to outline why banks are reluctant to lend, including:
•

The credit crunch;

•

The recession;

•

The mis-selling of financial products (and the need to compensate customers);

•

The implications of the Vickers Report;

•

The implementation of Basle II and Basle III.

The clear inference in their report is that the higher risk end of the shorter term unsecured market is not one that banks will
return to anytime soon.
3.2.7

Gillian Guy, CEO, of Citizens Advice and Chair of the BBA’s Consumer Advice Panel said recently:
`“First, high-street banks must accept some responsibility for the growth of the payday loan industry and be prepared to offer an
alternative. The banks have steered clear of high-interest microloans – they fear reputational damage – but I would welcome a
responsible high-street challenger to the payday lending market.21

3.2.8

The impact of austerity has had an impact on credit demand and supply. The need for greater access to credit amongst the
poorest income deciles has grown as their disposable finance shrinks and their outlays increase; at a time where the
availability of credit has tightened. Benjamin Franklin famously said “If you would know the value of money, try to borrow
some”

21

Gillian Guy, “Banks must take some blame for rising payday lending” Financial Times April 25th 2013
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3.3
3.3.1

The non-standard lenders
With fewer mainstream lenders interested in the risks of lending to a higher-risk customer this leaves the market to
specialists. Resultantly, suppliers of non-standard credit can be more selective about their customer. Provident Financial
Group (PFG), the largest home collected credit (doorstep) lender in the UK ‘turned down 80% of new loan applications.’22

3.3.2

“The non-standard credit market has become the domain of specialists. Many lenders who had over extended in previous years
have withdrawn from the sector and mainstream lenders are not lending to those at the margins of their lending models. This
presents a good opportunity for us to serve more customers who are better
Snapshot of Provident Financial Share Price
Aug 2007, May 2010 and May 2013)

suited to our high service, flexible, small sum model”23
3.3.3

2007 (Aug)
£9.49
global financial
crisis

Provident Financial shares reached a ten year high in May 2013. At the onset
of the global financial crisis (Aug 2007) their share price was £9.49. By general
election day 2010 they were worth £8.58, by 12th May 2013 they were trading

2010 (May)
£8.58
Con/Lib Dem
coalition elected

1

at £16.68 an increase of over 90% from May 2010.
3.3.4

2013 (May)
£16.68

Provident Financial was established in 1880; now serving 1.827m home credit
customers annually, (and a further 900,000 through its Vanquis Bank credit
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card) their business model is to borrow long to lend short. It has been culturally embedded in working class communities
for decades. Their shortest advertised term loan is 14 weeks. Provident’s strategy has traditionally been described as “low
and grow”. Their customers value flexibility, missing occasional payments with no default fees or additional charges,
personal service and cost (fixed weekly payments) over price.

22
23

Provident Financial response to Panorama programme of 1 October 2012 news release
Provident Financial Annual report 2012
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3.3.5

The payday market is different; the growth in the market has

Year short term lender was established (Source: Credit Today 2013)

2007 or before

largely been driven by the Consumer Credit (Advertisements)

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

Regulations 2004, that allowed online lending from
31stOctober 2004. Since then, there has been a substantial

2011
9%

increase in online and retail presence.
3.3.6

In 2007, as the global financial crisis developed and the credit

2012
4%
2007 or before
30%

2010
19%

crunch began, rent-to-own store BrightHouse had 153 stores
2009
12%

serving around 125,000 customers across the UK. They
declared a pre-tax profit of £12.6m on a turnover of £129.5m.

24

2008
26%

BrightHouse said they “were not affected by the credit squeeze
as few of their core customers had mortgages.”25
3.3.7

By 2012, with rival stores like Sofa Workshop, Land of Leather, and Comet closing or going into administration, BrightHouse
had increased its stores by 100 to 253 stores nationwide, with the ambition to extend this to over 600 stores.26 Their pretax profit had risen to £28.5m on revenues of £266.5m; their customer numbers have increased to 227,000.27 BrightHouse
operate seven stores within Glasgow’s boundary, and a further nine stores with easy reach in surrounding local authorities.

3.4

Saving and credit unions

24

Tom Braithwaite, BrightHouse rental business circumvents the credit crisis (Financial Times) 17/11/2007
Tom Braithwaite, BrightHouse rental business circumvents the credit crisis (Financial Times) 17/11/2007
26
Nicola Harrison, Brighthouse's Leo McKee: Safe as Houses (Retail Week) 13/11/2008
27
BrightHouse annual report 2011/2012
25
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3.4.1

Credit is an emotive issue; borrowing, particularly among those on the lowest income deciles stimulates considerable
debate.

3.4.2

The customer within the bottom 20% income deciles is suffering disproportionately as a result of current austerity
measures. There are complex arguments around credit and whether customers with low incomes should seek it at all,
whether the credit they seek is discretionary or necessity, whether savings should be encouraged first, or why the benefit
levels or wages appear insufficient for many people’s needs. The reality was expressed by the Chairman of Fair Finance, a
London based CDFI at a Parliamentary hearing in 2013:
“If someone has acquired the discipline of saving, that is a great thing for them to do; but if someone does not have that
discipline and then has an emergency, it would not help for us to say, "You should have started saving a year ago." We have to
decide whether we think that person genuinely will pay back the loan and effectively use the loan repayment as the start of
disciplined saving behaviour”.28

3.4.3

have the lowest level of savings, their financial resilience is
low: (In the graph, Glasgow is the black bar at the foot of
the graph)
3.4.4

Whether respondent or partner has any savings by local authority:
Percentage answering "yes"(Source SHS 2009/2010)

Across all 32 Scottish Local Authorities, Glasgow citizens

Glasgow’s credit unions currently serve over 140,000
members, with one in five citizens a member. Whilst many
are addressing the needs of vulnerable consumers, it is a
difficult market to serve. Small sum, short term credit, to a
higher risk customer generates little in the way of income,
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Mark Hannam, Chairman, Fair Finance speaking at Public accounts committee the effectiveness of consumer credit regulation Wednesday 16 January 2013
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and is even more difficult to service when lending – as with the credit union sector – is capped at 26.8% APR.
3.4.5

Many people prefer the credit union model where saving is encouraged before borrowing, and is the better solution for
people planning for cyclical or unexpected expenditure.

3.5

The Office of Fair Trading (OFT) review

3.5.1

The OFT review highlighted some major concerns, notably the links

OFT payday review percentage of revenues from loans rolled over

between the frequency of rolling over loans and the revenues

19%

apparently generated from these rollovers, which critics say are the
opaque business practices of unscrupulous lenders locking people into

50%

16%

a spiral of debt. Industry representatives advised us that over 80% of
their customers - both payday online and payday retail customers in

15%

Glasgow - repaid on time and in full, higher than the OFT review figure
of 68%:29
loans rolled over 4+ times

3.5.2

loans rolled over 2-3 times

loans rolled over once

loans not rolled over

Wonga, the CFA and Cheque Centre confirmed that the majority of their borrowers repay loans on time and in full. Wonga
indicated to Parliament that the on time in full repayment was 86%,
significantly higher than the OFT’s reported 68%. Cheque Centre

OFT payday review analysis of 21 lenders loans repaid or defaulting (2012)
loans never repaid

repaid late, no arr. made

repaid late, arr. Made

repaid on time

reported 81%, and the CFA advised their members report that over 80%
of repayments are on time and in full. Despite the seemingly high

14%

repayment figures, significant numbers of people are struggling to

6%

repay. For example, where 86% of Wonga customers timeously fully
repay; 14% do not. With 1million acknowledged customers, 14%

29

12%
68%

OFT Payday Compliance review 2013 Annexe A Quantitative findings
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struggling to repay is 140,000 people not meeting the original terms of their loan. Similarly, 20% of the CFA’s members
reported not repaying on time, indicating an approximate figure of 200,000 to 400,000 people.
3.5.3

The OFT also highlight the inadequacy of checks made by lenders to assess affordability and creditworthiness, the lack of
forbearance shown by lenders when customers get into difficulty, and aggressive debt collection practices. The report is
extremely critical in its assessments referring to:
•

systemic business failings;

•

28 (of 50) business policies and procedures only being created days before site inspections;

•

Inadequately resourced and insufficiently trained complaint handling staff;

•

Serious failing and breaches of the Consumer Credit Act….serious matters that, if proven could be the basis for regulatory
action, including criminal prosecution or formal licensing action;

•

Seven lenders that did not, in practice, allow customers to cancel CPAs;

•

Affordability checks were only of a cursory nature;

•

34 (of 50) lenders not signposting to free debt or money advice;

•

Most sites made claims we consider to be potentially misleading;

•

Lenders did not or were reluctant to give the shopper information upfront about the costs and risks of taking out a
payday loans;

•

Too many people are given loans they cannot afford and when they can’t repay they are encouraged to extend them
exacerbating their financial difficulties.

3.5.4

Summing up, the OFT report states:
“Our evidence paints a concerning picture of the payday lending market. It appears that irresponsible lending is not a problem
confined to a few rogue traders, but it has roots in the way competition works in this market”…“Lenders do not need to
compete hard for this source of revenue because they have a captive market. This and the misuse of continuous payment
32

authorities to reclaim monies owed may distort incentives for lenders encouraging them to make loans to people who cannot
afford to repay them first time”
Glasgow’s evidence hearings confirmed some egregious practice around continuous payment authority, affordability
assessment, and forbearance.
3.6

Customer granulation

3.6.1

Research by both Policis and PFRC over many years, amongst others, has highlighted the granulation of customers. In their
report for BIS (2013) PFRC identify the distinctions by gender, age, household status and vulnerability.
Whether non standard borrowers are vulnerable and percentage with
mainstream alternatives (Source PFRC, 2013)

Gender % of short term credit users (Source PFRC 2013)
payday (online)

90%

payday (retail)

pawnbroker

home credit

80%

39
70%

51

60%

female
59

50%

40%

77%

65

77%
60%

30%

20%

61

37%

10%

10%

18%

24%
14%

49
male
41

0%

Home Credit

Pawnbroker

defined as vulnerable

Payday (Retail)

Payday (Online)

35

has mainstream alternatives
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Age % of short term credit users (Source: PFRC 2013)
home credit

pawnbroker

payday (retail)

working status % of short term credit users (Source PFRC 2013)

payday (online)

home credit

pawnbroker

payday (retail)

payday (online)

76

37
63

32
28
25 25
21

25
22

23 23 23

17

23

22
16

31
27

15

13

22
13 15 13 14

19
11 13

11
7

5
3

4

18
10

8
2

4

5 4

1

1

1

Working FT
up to 29 yrs

3.6.2

30 to 39 yrs

40 to 49 yrs

Working PT

50 to state pension Over state pension
age
age

Unemployed, Looking after Unable to work
looking for home or family (ill-health or
work
disability)

retired

The nature of the problem for the significant minority is clear from Step Change debt charity (Scotland) figures in Glasgow.
In 2009 just 3% of their customers (23 clients) presenting with debt and money advice issues had a payday loan as part of
their portfolio of debt. In the first three months of 2013 this has
risen to 25% - a 733% rise.

3.6.3

The number of payday loans per client has risen in the same
period from 1.43 to 3.32 (132% increase), the value of payday loan

Average payday loan amount per payday loan client
(Source Step Change)
£1,800
£1,600
£1,400
£1,200

debt has risen from £857 to £1682 (96% increase). If the 2013
trajectory is continued Step Change will support over 300 clients
with payday debt this year.
3.6.4

There is widespread acceptance that the customers of the varied

£1,000
£800
£600
£400

2009
£857

2010
£1,122

2011
£1,366

2012
£1,419

2011

2012

2013
£1,682

£200

non-standard lenders are different, ranging from:

£0

2009

•

2010

2013

young men, living at home, on a four figure monthly salary
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borrowing for gratification purposes valuing simplicity, speed and, to an extent, cost; to
•

women with dependent children living in social housing in their 30s and early 40s borrowing cyclically valuing
personal service and flexibility; to

•

people with other credit choices, who demonstrate financial capability and freedom of choice, informed consumers
who like aspects of short term, payday, home credit, pawn or catalogue for various reasons, to

•

a significant minority of vulnerable adults young and older, of both sexes either meeting outstanding bills or using
loans to support chaotic, sometimes hidden, lifestyles including an alarming anecdotal increase in gambling.

3.6.5

not for profit) non-standard lenders shows some further distinctions:
3.7

Scotcash and Credit union customer demographics

The demographic data around credit union and Scotcash (Glasgow’s

Scotcash (all loans to 2011)
87%
73%

Annual Percentage Rates (APR) and a total charge for credit
(TCC)

Credit Unions (ABCUL, 2006)

67%

64%

62%

58%

48%

43%

36%

3.7.1

29%

Most commentators agree that APR is a poor way to compare short
term loans, For example,
•

A £100 loan repaying £120 over 48 month (term) will produce

16%
2%

Renting LA/HA Owns home
or private outright or with
mortgage

Female

Dependent
children

Young (under
40)

Unemployed

an APR of 9.6%.

3.7.2

•

a £100 loan repaying £120 over 12 month (term) will produce an APR of 41.3%

•

a £100 loan repaying £120 over 1 month (term) will produce an APR of 791.6%

A £100 loan from Cash Convertors repaying £130 over 28 days in two payments of £65.00 produces an APR of 20341.7%.
Yet, the same total cost of credit (£130) repaid in 12 month instalments would produce an APR of 65.5%. APR is distorted by
the length of time borrowed, the ‘term’.
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3.7.3

A CAB report identified:
“The interest rate as expressed by the Annual Percentage Rate (APR) figure is not a particularly helpful guide to the overall cost
of a credit facility on a small loan. In such cases, the relatively high administrative costs proportional to the amount borrowed
results in a high APR figure but one that still represents a non-extortionate agreement. For example, we suspect that most
readers would initially be concerned if we were to report evidence of a credit agreement with an APR of 153%. However, the
same readers may not be so concerned to hear of a loan of £50 repayable over 20 weeks at a weekly cost of £3 where the lender
had the costs of door to door collection. The fact is that we would be reporting on exactly the same loan in both cases”30

3.7.4

The OFT stated:
“an apparently high APR for a single, short-term cash loan does not necessarily indicate excessive cost”.31
The APR on payday loans are often identified as the pivotal issue, but as identified in our focus group, and as many
previous reports conclude, it is invariably the “cost” of credit, not the “price” that customers consider.

3.7.5

Stella Creasy MP is amongst the leading voices calling for a cap on the total charge for credit, arguing that there is nothing
else that can make the same impact in preventing consumer detriment.

3.7.6

A Total Charge for Credit (TCC) would reveal the total amount, including all interest and fees that a customer will pay.

3.7.7

The continued reference to “eye watering” APRs in the media, it can be argued, does little to further the debate; indeed, of
those customers managing to use and repay on time, using a plethora of products to manage, and where few alternatives
via mainstream credit, it probably hinders it.

30
31

Lord, Nick, “Daylight robbery : the CAB case for effective regulation of extortionate credit” CAB (2000)
BCCA Newsletter Issue 50 Summer 2009
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3.7.8

The PFRC report states:
“The main reasons why customers in the Consumer Survey used short term credit over other types of borrowing related to:

3.7.9

•

Convenience and the ability to access credit quickly;

•

Having no or limited access to other sources of credit;

•

Customer service and lender reputation.

Russell Hamblin-Boone, CEO of the CFA stated:
“Everyone has a view about payday loans. In fact, I often say that 4% of the population have used payday loans but 96% have a
strong opinion about them”32

3.7.10 Politicians exploring alternatives are faced with the conundrum of ‘pricing for risk’; high sounding interest rates to cover
costs; accusations of market interference and over regulation; limiting choice; and potentially exacerbating health and social
welfare by limiting the availability of loans to customers already unable to access mainstream lending.
3.7.11 As the IFS indicates the poorest people feel the consequence of decisions and are ‘disproportionately hit’ by austerity
measures; potentially increasing the need to access payday lending. Finding alternatives for Glasgow’s people is imperative.

32

http://www.huffingtonpost.co.uk/russell-hamblin-boone/a-drop-in-the-consumer-cr_b_2669610.html
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4.
4.1

How does non-standard lending impact in Glasgow?
Payday (online and retail), home credit, pawnbrokers and rent-to-own stores have created controversy and incurred
increasing media and public criticisms, With an increase of such shops on Glasgow’s high streets understanding the local
use is explored.

4.2

Glasgow features heavily in all indicators of non-standard borrowing largely because of the disproportionate income deciles
distribution.

4.3

Glasgow population by income deciles
(Source Glasgow Indicators Project)

The Glasgow Indicators Project identifies that:
“Scottish Index of Multiple Deprivation (SIMD) is the
pre-eminent source for measuring relative

194726

deprivation in Scotland. The latest SIMD figures (SIMD
2009) estimate that over 190,000 Glaswegians, a
third of the city’s population, reside in the 10% of
90483

most deprived areas in Scotland – the most deprived

60861

decile. Almost half of Glasgow’s residents - 285,000

41973

people - reside in the 20% of most deprived areas in

37280

42791
31231

33692

31188
17715

33

Scotland”
4.4
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Policis research in this field confirmed:

bottom
10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

705%

80%

90%

top 10%

http://www.understandingglasgow.com/indicators/poverty/deprivation
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“The most deprived communities in Glasgow have a distinctive pattern of credit use compared to other deprived communities
in UK.” They confirmed to us that “across the UK, the most deprived communities are much more dependent on non-standard
lending than other low income / social housing communities”:
•

Lower penetration of mainstream credit;

•

Higher levels of non-standard lending;

•

Highest penetration of credit union / CDFI lending;

•

Highest level of credit exclusion;

•

Incidence of illegal lending twice that of low income households more widely.

(The) credit profile of tenants in deprived social housing communities in Glasgow (is a) more exaggerated version of this
pattern:

4.5

•

Lowest levels of mainstream credit use;

•

Highest use of home credit;

•

Higher use of range of non-standard lending providers;

•

BUT: Highest penetration of credit union / CDFI lending;

•

Illegal lending in line with other highly deprived communities in UK.

Policis provided the evidence hearings with the following chart which indicates higher non-standard credit use in Glasgow
than the UK average, and lower use of credit cards and overdrafts (mainstream credit use). It also identifies the significant
use of home credit, which extrapolates to be as high as 38,000 customers borrowing £20.5m.
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Deprived communities in Glasgow have least access to mainstream
credit and highest use of non standard lending – but payday plays a
relatively minor role in overall patterns of credit use
50%

40%

UK deprived
communities
(1200)

30%

Glasgow 2010
(300)
20%

Glasgow 2006
(150)

10%

0%
Credit card

Overdraft

Mainstream credit

5

Home credit

Mail order
catalogue /
club book**

Payday loan

Brighthouse

Pawn brokers Credit Union / Illegal Money
or Cash
CDFI loan
Lending
Converters

Non standard lending

Base: social tenants in deprived social housing communities
* Lowest 5% of deprivation on Index of Multiple Deprivation
** 97% of mail order purchases to C2DE demographic supported by credit. Source: Shop Direct
Source: Policis and PFRC for BIS scoping study of UK illegal lending 2006, Policis evaluation of national IML
teams for BIS 2010
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Glasgow outlets offering payday advance.

4.6

Within Glasgow there are at least 55 retail payday, short term

18

loan advance and pawnbroker outlets including national brands

16

such as Cheque Centre; Money Shop; Ramsdens; Albermarle &

14

Bond, H&T Cash Converters and Cash Generators and a number
of regional and local brands.

16
12
10

10
8

4.7

The evidence of short term borrowing in Glasgow is drawn from:

7

6

6
5

4

•

2

advanced UK wide (Glasgow extrapolation, before

0

weighting, £21.3m);
•

4

OFT payday compliance review (2013) identified £2.2bn

3
2
Cheque
Centre

Money
Shop

Ramsdens Albermarle
& Bond

H&T

Robert
Biggar

2

Cash
Cash
Generator Converter

Others

The Competition Commission (2013) reported home credit issued £1.3bn (90% of whom were in the bottom 50%
income deciles) UK-wide (Glasgow extrapolation, before weighting, £12.6m);

•

BrightHouse the UK leading rent-to-own store with 253 UK branches, confirmed turnover of £266.5m with 227,000
customers. They previously indicated that each customer repays £23 per week on average and extrapolation of
turnover, store numbers and customer numbers infers around £7.5m repaid annually across their seven Glasgow
stores;

•

Experian research in 2007 confirmed Glasgow as the highest ranking Local Authority in Scotland of likely requirement
for demand for affordable credit.
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•

The same Experian research identified 10 of the bottom 30 UK
Local Authority wards (over 10,000 across the UK) that had the
highest demand for affordable credit could be found in
Glasgow.
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4.8

Provident Financial evidence indicates that Glasgow is an important market stating:
“(the) Provident customer is 25-54 years old, average age, 40years old, 60% female, social class C2, D and E, renting, net
household income per week of £290. Glasgow slightly older, customers have been with us for slightly longer more embedded.
Scotland is an important market, Glasgow an important market”
These remarks confirm the evidence of Policis that highlighted Glasgow as a hotspot of home credit.

4.9

Policis research has consistently indicated
that those on the very lowest incomes are
more likely to use home credit than payday,

Payday lending and home credit serve very different demographics –
payday users are significantly better off
Income profile of home credit and payday lending users by
30%

and comparing their evidence to the known
income decile split in Glasgow – where 49%

25%

of the population are within the bottom
20%

Home
Credit
(500)

20% by income which indicates why
Provident Financial and other home credit,

15%
Payday
(502)

and pawnbroker loans are used.

10%

5%

0%
Lowest
decile

Decile 2

Decile 3

Decile 4

Decile 5

Decile 6

Decile 7

Decile 8

Decile 9

Highest
decile

Base: All home credit / payday users
Source: Policis for Friends Provident Foundation, Credit and low income consumers
8
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4.10

All evidence confirms a range of very low to middle income

short term credit users and whether in lower or higher income bracket
(Source: PFRC)

borrowers. PFRC research confirmed 28% (home credit) to

low income

higher income

69% (payday online) were within higher income deciles,
many with alternative credit options, again confirming the
association of home credit, pawn broking, and retail payday

28

30
54

with the lower income deciles that are statistically over

69

represented in Glasgow.
72

70
46
31

4.11

The information from CFA on the income of their customers
supports the view that those on relatively higher incomes
use the online payday channel.

Annual gross income of short term & payday customers (Source CFA website,
2013 citing Harris Interactive survey of 1,100 payday customers in Oct.2012)
home credit

pawnbroker£6,600 to £11,100
payday (retail)
payday (online)
up to £6,600
£11,100 to £15,000
£15,000 to £19,200

£19,200 to £24,300

4%

Over £24,300

6%

29%
13%

25%
22%
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4.12

37% of Glasgow’s housing stock in 2010 was social rented; statistically the poorest citizens reside in social housing. 75% of
all social housing stock in Glasgow is within the most deprived 15% of data zones. Glasgow has a significantly higher
proportion of social housing stock than Scotland generally or England.
Housing stock percentage: Glasgow, Scotland and England (2010)

Glasgow Housing Stock (2010) in 15% most deprived and rest of city

in rest of the city

Other social rented

England (Housing Stock)

In most deprived 15% datazones

Scotland (Housing Stock)

Glasgow (Housing Stock)

17

10828
Social rented

37318

24
37

GHA

16115
17

46053
Private rented

12
15

33577

private rent

10966
65
Owned

104354

owned

64

36389
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4.12.1 PFRC research for BIS identified home credit and pawnbroker borrowers as

Whether non standard borrowers are vulnerable and percentage with
mainstream alternatives (Source PFRC, 2013)
90%

the most vulnerable customers followed by retail and then online payday:

80%

70%

“The survey data showed marked differences in the proportion of consumers
who were vulnerable according to this measure. ¾ of home credit and pawn
broking customers (77% in each case) were vulnerable, compared with 60%

60%

50%

40%

77%

77%
60%

30%

20%

of retail payday loan users and 37% of online borrowers…mainstream credit
was only a feasible alternative to short term credit for 10% of home credit
customers; 14% of retail payday loan; 18% of pawn broking customers and

37%

10%

10%

18%

24%
14%

0%

Home Credit

Pawnbroker

defined as vulnerable

Payday (Retail)

Payday (Online)

has mainstream alternatives

24% of online payday loan customers”.
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4.12.2 The granulation of the customer suggests a wider range of income deciles than might have otherwise been assumed. For
some consumers borrowing short term causes little or no anxiety. We remain concerned about protecting the vulnerable
consumers who choose non-standard lending either because they are unaware of the costs and consequences or because
they have limited or no access to affordable alternatives
4.12.3 The overwhelming evidence confirms heavy non-standard credit use in Glasgow. Our evidence hearings identified issues of
vulnerability, lack of affordability and irresponsible lending and borrowing, issues of financial capability and demand, but
the reality appears as the PFRC report states:
“An apparent dependency on home credit did not seem to reflect financial difficulty but rather long term poverty”
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5.
5.1

Who did we speak to?
We invited a range of interested parties to attend our evidence hearings to tell us about their direct experiences of nonstandard lending. We asked respected academics, debt and money advice agencies, representatives from Glasgow’s not for
profit lenders, and senior representatives from non-standard lenders to share their views with us and respond to our
questions.

5.2

Sessions lasted over an hour and a range of views were proffered. We used a question and answer framework to guide us
covering:
•

opinion on the rise in non-standard lending;

•

assessment of whether it presented a problem;

•

media reporting;

•

views on the OFT and PFRC reports;

•

thoughts on how the industry ought to change;

•

observations on customer demographics, choice, alternatives and the impacts of welfare reform on customers;
willingness to provide additional support to the Sounding Board.

5.3

We are grateful to all the individuals and organisations that provided evidence. Our time was limited and many other
organisations could have been called had time permitted. However, we believe that those who provided evidence
represented a depth and range of experience to allow us to make considered judgements.

5.4

Evidence was heard from:
Scotcash (CDFI)
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Citizens Advice Scotland
Money Advice Service
Step Change Debt Charity
Axcess Europe (Cheque Centre)
Consumer Finance Association
Money Advice Scotland
Wonga
Church of Scotland
Glasgow, Scotwest and Pollok Credit
Unions
Govan Law Centre
Association of British Credit Unions
Ltd (ABCUL)
Salford University (Community
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Finance Solutions)
Univ. of Bristol (Personal Finance
Research Centre)
Friends Provident Foundation
Centre for Responsible Credit
Provident Financial
Greater Easterhouse Money Advice
Project (GEMAP)

5.5

We undertook an interview with Stella Creasy MP for Walthamstow as a leading campaigner in the debate on non-standard
lending and a total charge for credit. We took written evidence from Kezia Dugdale MSP who was pivotal in the
development of Debtbusters campaign. We also spoke with City Property (Glasgow) LLP and senior Council Officials in
Trading Standards, Planning and Licensing.
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6.

Focus group

6.1

Despite the significant numbers using pay day lenders, few people came forward to share their experience. However, eight
people using small sum short term credit were happy to. They represented a range of views ranging from those who were
scathing about their experience to those who regarded short term small sum credit as a vital service which allowed fuller
participation in the community.
Of the eight:
•

Two were in full time employment earning around £800 per month;

•

One was supplementing her full time education with part time employment whilst living off a disposable income of
£800 per month;

•

The remaining five were not working, their monthly benefit income (after housing costs) appeared to range from £500
to £1000 per month (depending on their benefit status);

•

•

Five (of 8) had borrowed less than £160 over a term under 30 days ranging from;
o

a loan of £30 “to allow my daughter to go to a Christening”

o

a loan of £45 “to buy a second hand washing machine…my sister lent me the other £60 that I need”

o

a loan of £50 “for day to day living”

o

a loan of £100 “to take my kids (visiting for weekend) out”

o

a loan of £160 “’to make things a little easier”

Of the other three:
o

one had borrowed £300 for her daughter’s birthday party and presents;

o

one had borrowed £1600 for additional educational support for her child,
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o

one had borrowed over £1500 in one short term spree online to “support my mother who had been ill and had no
income” through seven lenders named as Wage Day Advance, UK Loans Store, Quick Quid, Mr Lender, 1st Stop
Loans, Cash Genie and Quid.co.uk

Two lenders, Wonga and Pounds to Pockets had refused her online loan application. Five of the seven loans she had
managed to secure were to be repaid through CPA, the other two through direct debit (DD).
Only one lender verified her employment status through a phone call to her work, the remainder accepted her employment
status and monthly income of £800. It would have been impossible for any of the online lenders to verify her outstanding
loan status with credit reference agencies (CRAs) as the loans were taken within days of each other, and updating loan data
on credit reference agencies is done monthly. This borrower admitted that her desperation for cash meant that “to be fair I
wasn’t really bothered about repaying” and a further acknowledgement that several months later a second round of
applications to online lenders as a result of continued financial desperation, resulted in wholesale refusals as lenders must
have been able by then to access CRA data at that point. Moreover, she reported that the Cheque Centre had refused her
face to face loan application telling her that she had a loan with them (she had not realised that UK Loans Store was their
online equivalent).
6.2

Most of the focus group preferred short term credit. There was limited knowledge of credit union or Scotcash alternatives
although half had heard of them and those who had knowledge of these alternatives were generally positive either through
their direct experience or through anecdotal evidence from friends.

6.3

Three were or had been credit union members; three had heard of or tried to borrow from Scotcash. Their collective
disappointment with both credit unions or Scotcash was primarily characterised by the length of time that it took too either
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save before you borrow, in the case of credit unions, or secure an appointment or the time taken to process a loan at an
appointment with Scotcash.
6.4

They compared this speed of processing (the care taken in making decisions was presented to the Sounding Board as an
advantage of proper affordability assessments and an element of inadequate capacity to meet same day demand) to the
same day appointment service of retail payday, this was particularly evident among those customers who had borrowed very
small amounts. Additionally, the cash payments (against direct credit transfer) and the (very) short term were all valued as
giving peace of mind

6.5

One example illustrated the ‘cost versus price’ debate (the cost of loan repayment is a higher value than the APR rate) by a
46 year old, male, lone parent who had borrowed £50 from Cash Converters.
“I borrowed £50; I’ll make two payments of £32.50 (fortnightly). My Mum borrows from Provident, for her to borrow £100 she’ll
repay something like £15034. I pay £65 for £50, she pays £50 for £100; if I went with them, (Provident) I’d be paying £75 for
£50”
His logic which ignores term and price and concentrates on total charge for credit is indicative of the general non interest
around APRs. A £100 advance from Cash Converters repaid in two equal instalments of £65.00 (total repaid, £130) has an
APR of 20341.7%, compared to 545.2% APR that his mother will have been quoted from Provident for her £100 over 23
weeks.

6.6

It can be asserted that it’s illogically logical to ignore APRs on short term, small sum credit. Customers’ interest is “cost” not
“price”. The issues of simplicity, speed of process, speed of appointment and small sum payments in cash are more
important when cash is needed quickly.

34

A loan of £100 from Provident repaid weekly over 23 weeks, would incur £49.50 in charges. Total Charge for Credit £149.50 (APR: 545.2%)
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7.
7.1

What did we ask and what did we learn?
Is there a need for short term, small sum lending?
No one giving evidence disputed that customers want quick access to small sum cash advances. There was considerable
support for a loan product that is comparable on the lines of simplicity, speed and cost, but very little support (apart from
short term lenders themselves and from some customers) for days rather than weeks or months to repay.
•

“Is it a demand for short term loans that people want, or instant money? It’s a key distinction”35

•

‘Short term, small sum, yes. Payday, no”36

•

“In my opinion people want instant cash but long term repayments”37

•

“People need a loan paid back in small instalments, not in one go”38

•

“(in) all reports that have been written (about short term lending) no one; consumer groups, politicians, no one has said
they would ban payday lending. This is because everyone recognises that there is a need and a demand for small sum
lending. The industry in the UK is on a learning curve. This is a new product, which has evolved in the public spotlight.
The FCA has indicated that it will take a high risk approach with priority on debt management companies (fee paying)
and short term lending. The CFA supports…FSMA restrictions being placed on all credit providers, especially where rogue
lenders are driven out of the market”39

35

Frank McKillop, ABCUL
Damon Gibbons, CfRC
37
Sharon Bell, Step Change
38
Susan McClelland, Scotcash
39
Russell Hamblin-Boone, CFA
36
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7.1.1

The overwhelming view of a demand for instant loans was qualified, often around issues of financial capability. For some
consumers, fully conversant with their terms and conditions – perhaps amongst the identified 70% plus who repay on time
and in full - the demographic identified by lenders and academics, there is no great concern.

7.1.2

If consumers choose to pay a premium price to obtain Glastonbury concert tickets when all other credit options are closed,
or for consumers who prefer the costs of a payday loan to an impending unauthorised overdraft charges or returned item
fees that might result if they cannot lodge sufficient funds into their current account, these were viewed as logical choices,
demonstrating consumer choice, with, arguably, little financial or societal hardship.

7.1.3

However, there is a significant minority of Glasgow citizens who either:
•

display a poor level of financial capability, and the consequences for this lack of understanding is a significant factor in
their subsequent over indebtedness; or

•

have limited financial resilience, and although aware of cost and price, have so few options and significant financial
need that they select higher cost lenders, albeit grudgingly.

7.1.4

At a national level research indicates the correlation between financial capability and health and well-being. It also identifies
the group(s) most likely to have the highest levels of financial incapability.
“In particular we find that people with the highest financial incapability tend to be young (younger than 35); divorced or
separated; have more than one or two dependent children; are single; non-elderly, lone parents; in fair or poor health, living in
rented accommodation and are unemployed or economically inactive but would like a job.”40

7.1.5

Money and debt advice agencies and social business lenders gave examples of customers either confused or unaware of
their borrowing costs, rights or means of redress. They told us of an increasing body of evidence of insufficient product

40

Mark Taylor The impact of life events on financial capability: Evidence from the BHPS Prepared for the Financial Services Authority by Institute for Social and Economic Research Financial Services
Authority FSA) September 2009
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knowledge which, they attributed, in part, to customers being unaware of product features and, in the main, to short term
lenders financial interests being better served by opaque practices and uninformed customers.
•

“Yes, there is a place for short term lending, but it’s about informed choice, some of the payday lenders charges are not
dissimilar to bank charges if used correctly”

•

“We’ve not taken a position per se on payday loans. If people understood what costs and responsibilities are (then there
would be an accepted reason for using them) they are cheaper that unauthorised overdrafts”41

•

“There is a place, the issue in and of itself is they’re short term products being used for longer term use”

•

“People don’t understand how these loans work. They (the payday lender) make no attempt to understand (the
customers’) affordability. They are lending in an irresponsible way”42

•

“Not enough information on pay day lender websites about the implications of problems with repayments. Customers
don’t understand they may not be paying off the principle sum.”43

7.2

What are the reasons for the growth in payday lending?

7.2.1

A number of similar views were heard on the rise, many already outlined in earlier chapters. Some saw the rise in payday
linked to a change in social welfare provision, insufficient wages and benefit levels, wage stagnation, and as a direct result
of the financial crash, subsequent credit crunch and austerity along with the rise of new ways of accessing loans via the
Internet (since 2004).

7.2.2

Many witnesses, including Provident Financial alongside debt agencies saw the introduction of Universal Credit and
changes in welfare as an issue in their future assessment of creditworthiness and affordability:

41

42
43

Sharon Bell, Step Change
Susan McClelland, Scotcash
Keith Dryburgh, CAS
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•

“short term lending helps people manage their day to day finances, it is linked to the retrenchment of social welfare…it’s
about “demand” and “supply”, demand outstrips supply, so whether there is a need or not is largely irrelevant – what
people need is more money”44

•

“There’s a space for people who need credit, payday loans turn a problem into a crisis, there needs to be a suitable
alternative” 45

•

“We tend to have people on inadequate incomes “the gap” to meet their needs is filled by credit, we, as a society,
sanction the use of credit”46

•

“Why have we created an instant cash culture? It’s about poverty, all economic exchanges should be about human
relationships, it needs to be more than an algorithm”47

•

“I think in many cases payday is a direct substitution for authorised to unauthorised overdraft charges, people thinking if
I don’t get £100 those three DDs will bounce, easier than cancelling DDs”48

•

“…nothing new, (credit use) as much a part of industrialisation as the ‘spinning jenny’…from Draper loans to home credit,
not fundamentally alien to UK citizens, mass expansion from 1974 onward of credit cards, ATM usage subprime and
online lending” 49

•

“I’d add the deregulation of the 1980s and 1990s recession left people with impaired credit histories so segmentation took
place in greater detail than (before). We’ve seen a further shrinking of the mainstream sector and expansion of subprime
leading to greater granulation of the customer. Add to that, wages, benefits, austerity, credit shoring up structural
problems and culturally being told to buy. There’s a supply side problem with banks (not lending) and a flight to quality.
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Overdrafts harder. Reputational issues (for people using banks), opaque charges, the attraction of simplicity, speed and
cost and the huge investment of bank finance into payday and other non-standard lenders”50
•

“Access to affordable credit alternatives is hard, mainstream credit is tighter, driving people on low incomes to different
borrowing methods. Lending has become easier to access, with young people using online lenders, decision are made
quickly, its heavily marketed and trust in mainstream lenders has declined as a result of scandals, mis-selling and general
disillusionment”51

•

“There is a niche market developed because of financial recession, closure of High Street shops, the internet and
development of social media, a credit starved public who cannot access authorised overdrafts or consolidation loans,
there is a different, much younger, demographic customer”52

7.3

Will the OFT review improve practice?

7.3.1

The OFT review was commented on in all sessions; the vast majority of people giving evidence had cause to quote from the
report extensively, notably on issues of creditworthiness, affordability and forbearance. Many witnesses with longstanding
experience of reading reports about the non-standard credit industry observed that they have rarely read any report as
direct in its criticism; with the threat of Competition Commission involvement and only twelve weeks to alter practices.

7.3.2

The CFA claimed that the gap between the OFT evidence-gathering (Summer 2012) and review release date (Spring 2013)
has, in the intervening time period, missed many improvements in the day-to-day practice of CFA members as a result of
their newly implements code of practice (Winter 2012):
•

“The OFT review was a snapshot of the industry last summer. The announcement of its findings the following spring
means it is out date. The delay between analysis and report meant (CFA) code of practice, in effect since November had
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not bedded in and was outwith the scope of the review. There is confusion for consumers between a good lender and a
bad lender, even a legal lender and an illegal lender. That is why, the CFA has set the bar high for, all of our members to
meet standards, including the use of CRAs and checks, creditworthiness and affordability, using a range of data and
profiling.” 53
7.3.3

Many respondents highlighted the revenues generated from rollover loans referred to in the OFT review - “28% of loans
rolled over at least once account for 50% of the industry revenues, and 5% of loans rolled over 4 times account for almost 20%
of revenues” - as an example of why it suited short term lenders to lock-in an uninformed customer:
•

“It’s a sweat box model, take as much as you can without breaking them, they stretch the concept of affordability to
breaking point, I’d include Provident in that too” 54

•

“The OFT review (of payday) was scathing, never read anything as scathing, current market in the UK is the ‘wild west’, in
terms of liberal capitalism it’s the UK not the USA that’s the head of capitalism” 55

•

“Their business models (reference to OFT report) appear to mean that they have a disincentive to lend responsibly”
“Despite their voluntary code (Consumer Finance Association) we’re not seeing any change in practice”56

•

“The media portrayal (of payday and short term) tries to simplify for its audience the way the industry operates. There
are many business models and lenders compete on their ability to underwrite risk and maximise repayment. And yet, we
still hear commentators trying to hang a story on the high APR, which is irrelevant to short-term lending. Journalists tell
us that “eye watering” interest rates and legal loan sharking are media friendly terms that make good copy – even
though they accept that their case studies are worse case scenarios. -” it’s easier to find people filling postbags and
talking to politicians (about negative experience) than it is to get people who are satisfied, had a good experience”57
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•

We welcome the OFT report. There is very little in the OFT review that we disagreed with”…“58

•

“They are predatory, usury, dysfunctional and immoral”59

•

“This market does not operate in the way they portray”60

•

The OFT must be given clearance to refer this industry to the Competition Commission and the Financial Conduct
Authority (FCA) must now act to urgently review the protection of British consumers so that they can benefit from the
setting of a fair price for credit – just as we see in many other countries.61

7.4

Specific observations on affordability & creditworthiness

7.4.1

Representatives of short term, payday and home credit dispute that customers are uninformed and preyed upon. They
maintain that their lending practices are not as unfair as the OFT review and media assert and that they are meeting a need
providing transparent, valued and valuable products to an informed customer, others disagree:
•

“The ILG (Irresponsible Lending Guidance) is the most important assessment piece of guidance for Provident. For a typical
customer the agent has to revisit 52 times. We’ve got to assess creditworthiness - the risk to us - and affordability - the
risk to you the customer - before approving a loan. We approve small loans, average about £500 but our first loans can
be very small”62

•

“the media portrayal of Wonga is very unfair…the average loan (in Glasgow) is £172 over 18 days (repaying £209) the
average repeat loan is £254 over 18 days (repaying £306). Less than 7% of loans are extended even once (in Glasgow),
only 1 in every 250 is extended 3 times and it is not possible to extend more than that…the average customer borrows
from us four times per year”63
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•

“I don’t think Payday’s quite got that (ILG, affordability, creditworthiness) right…the (OFT) evidence seems to suggest that
the behaviour of some new payday entrants is not all it should be”64

•

“High impact advertising works – “Now; fast; No questions – within 15 minutes,(the)customer hasn’t had the chance to
process whether they want the loan – really” 65

•

“It seems like only a small proportion (of PFRC sample undertaken in recent BIS report)) of online borrowers had been
asked for proof of income, they (online payday) say “we’ve got really fancy algorithms and are developing a new method
of risk assessment” but where are they getting the info from”66

•

“For too many consumers, the only people who will lend to them at the moment are these legal loan sharks. There is no
competition for their business. That is why a cap on the total cost of borrowing makes more sense than relying on
affordability assessments which leave lenders to decide what consumers can pay. The Government is clearly out of touch
with the way this industry works and is giving it a free pass to push millions more into debt by not setting out what is a
fair price for credit as they do in most other countries.”67

7.4.2

This reference to an apparently sketchy approach from online lenders to confirm employment status was reported in the
PFRC BIS report as:
“Only a small proportion of online payday loan customers said they were asked to provide proof of income (six per cent) or
copies of bank statements (three per cent) when applying for loans”68

7.4.3

The panel were interested to hear of views on affordability and creditworthiness assessments, both much criticised in the
OFT review. Anecdotally, evidence given to the Sounding Board supported the view that this was poorly undertaken by
short term lenders. One of the focus group customers with 7 payday loans had clearly not been properly assessed – she
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accumulated substantial debt in a few days, with cursory checking; only one lender confirmed her employment status. The
debt agencies were convinced that appropriate affordability checks were being foregone:
“We saw a customer with 3 x £200 payments from one lender in one afternoon, no affordability checking being done,

•

straight in, straight out to the bookies next door, around 1 in 10 payday loans we think have a gambling related issue”69
“It’s clear from the OFT that they are disregarding affordability assessments -it’s also clear (from OFT) that one in three

•

people didn’t know how to pay off their loan… In a recent focus group that we ran, people’s bad experience of payday
loans was frightening them into not using them again – one customer took two years to repay £100”70
“not sure they have robust systems on affordability”71

•
7.4.4

Lenders say they take affordability and creditworthiness seriously, seeking to verify employment status on both retail and
online situations:
•

“Wonga uses a risk algorithm to determine whether to accept or decline the loan, there are no people involved… it
represents the most sophisticated credit checking going…taking the human element out is beneficial, character
judgement can be a bad thing, we analyse up to 8,000 pieces of data per application and would argue that not meeting
people face to face is a strength”72

•

“Affordability is subjective, creditworthiness is objective; circumstances can change. (CFA members) need to see bank
accounts (retail) or proof of employment status, such as pay slips”

•

“We would look for a bank statement or a contract (to confirm employment)”
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7.5

Customer demographics

7.5.1

There was agreement that the customer using non-standard lending was different depending on the type of loan product
and lender, the granulation of customer was noted in detail by a piece of research undertaken by Policis for the Sounding
Board. Different customers used online-payday than retail-payday, another segment were using home-credit and
pawnbrokers and yet another group were identified as users of Scotcash and credit unions, there was an accepted view of
little, if any, crossover:
•

“The people using home credit tending to be women, older, low income, larger sums, £400 to £600 over 30 to 50 weeks.
Payday online more likely to be higher income, young, relatively better off, more men than women, private renters, living
with parents, differences (within and) between online and retail, there are different patterns of high-cost borrowing, and
some are much more problematic than others”73

•

“PFG customer is 25-54 years old, average age, 40yo, 60% female, social class C2, D and E, renting, net household
income per week of £290. Glasgow slightly older, customers have been with us for slightly longer. Scotland is an
important market, Glasgow an important market”74

•

“Government funding increased provision through Growth Fund, there is no evidence that Credit Unions are meeting this
market…lack of awareness, share based (still in many cases), I imagine there isn’t a huge amount of crossover”75

•

“It will be a bell curve of ages, but typically our split is 70/30 female to male, with 45 to 54 year olds being the biggest
segment, about 93% will be in employment”76

•

“Payday debt (at CAB) is 18-35 year olds, about 50/50 split women to men but, as we normally see more women than
men 50/50 would suggest disproportionately seeing more men with payday debt)”77
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•

“68% of customers are 18 to 34 years old (especially since we are only available online and via smartphones), 59% single,
59% male, 70% have no dependants and a very high percentage are in full time or part time employment....We ask
applicants for their employment status”78

•

“Payday users are a very different demographic to other users of non-standard lending – much closer in profile to low
income revolving credit users: Very little cross over with home credit / BrightHouse / credit union lending”79

7.6

Collection methods, forbearance and the use of Continuous Payment Authority

7.6.1

A particular concern, apart from rollover loans was the use of Continuous Payment Authorities (CPAs) to collect loan
payments, an issue highlighted in the OFT review. CPA is a payment method whereby a customer gives their credit or debit
card details to a short term lender, authorising them to take payment from their account, with the consumer supposedly
able to withdraw permission for the repayment. There are reports of multiple attempts to withdraw payments and
difficulties for customers in cancelling the CPA.

7.6.2

Only the short term lenders could find any reason for its continued use, all of the others who gave evidence placed the use
of CPAs as amongst their greatest concerns:
•

“Continuous Payment Authorities (CPA) are the game changers, to cancel a CPA you do not need the merchant’s
permission – the banks and payday lenders have wrongly advised consumers that you do”80

•

“CAB’s biggest concern is the use of Continuous Payment Authority” 81

•

“Banks don’t always cancel CPAs, there needs to be another way of doing it, an alternative to CPAs”82
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•

“Generally people think CPA is a DD (direct debit) it’s not, they don’t understand the way the CPA works, authority is
being given for any value at any time and they can charge, we saw one lender charging £5 every time they tried to take a
CPA. Banks are resistant to cancelling CPA mandates; we see lenders having to counter sign to have it removed, we have
a template letter for CPA cancellation but it’s difficult…we see no evidence that multiple withdrawals under CPA are
being stopped” 83

•

“We use CPAs, the customer agrees to CPA in the pre contract information. They are advised three days in advance of
CPA and we can use multiple attempts over a window of four days to access funds (from customers account, We are
currently changing our systems to restrict attempts to once a day after the first 4 days. Customers can stop CPA at any
time by phoning us, or if trust has broken down they can go to their bank or card issuer. Customers also have a
responsibility; it is as much in their power”84

•

“I think the reported use of four or more rollovers per loan is excessive. We were surprised at the (OFT) report (on the
revenues generated from four or more rollovers) - I would though point out that credit card business models are built on
people not clearing their balances. I think there has been a misuse of CPA in the short term lending market, but there is
absolutely a place for transparent, responsible use of CPA”85

•

“Price of payday is supposed to be linked to risk, but with CPAs there is no risk, other creditors suffer as bank accounts
are cleared, council tax, rent, the economic costs fall onto the taxpayer” 86

7.6.3

In a Credit Today report Joanna Elson, Chief Executive of the Money Advice Trust summed up the concern of many
witnesses when she said:
“The practice of using CPAs to collect debts is a way for payday lenders to jump to the top of the queue, regardless of the
consequences”87
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7.7

Real time data, speed of processing and role of credit reference agencies (CRAs)

7.7.1

Alongside the concern with CPAs, the role of Credit Reference Agencies (CRAs) and whether short term or payday lenders
even used the services of CRAs and report data back to them was a frequent theme. We elicited that all CFA members use
CRAs to varying degrees; Wonga told us that they always use CRAs; the CFA said all of their members also use the services
of CRAs.

7.7.2

The level of information sought from CRA (by lenders) and the application of the data (to determine, for example, whether a
customer was employed or not) was queried, as too was the information supplied to CRAs on loan performance.

7.7.3

Lenders agreed that a good credit reference report did not necessarily mean a good loan and conversely a poor credit
reference report did not necessarily mean a bad loan. It was noted that most CRAs update a customer profile monthly, not
daily, and that this was insufficient to assess the creditworthiness of a customer in the short term market, where real time
updated data was desirable:
•

“On creditworthiness the CRA’s get information monthly, insufficient. Whereas Teletrack are looking at a real time
database, they (lenders) should be doing far more on creditworthiness, they are obliged (under OFT rules) to assess
vulnerability, to be responsible lenders”88

•

“A real time database would help. At the moment Experian update monthly. Desperate people can go quite quickly from
shop to shop” 89

•

“What we would like to see is real time data, we’re trying to find a real time solution with Experian, Call Credit, Teletrack
and LendProtect”90
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•

“We return in real time appropriate loan data to Experian and Call Credit; we support greater data sharing and
absolutely welcome efforts to encourage this…(Wonga) loans repaid on time will be appearing on CRA databases – we
support greater data sharing, we’d like to obtain more data” 91

•

“We use the credit reference agencies to see whether (customers’) other credit exposure is being repaid; mistakes are of
course made; three years ago our decision making was weaker because the more loans we make the more we learn. Our
current 7% principal default rate (money lent out not recovered) is favourable compared with banks and credit cards”92

•

“We need a ‘live database’ that tells us who is borrowing from payday lenders that can contribute towards understanding
existing commitments”93

7.7.4

The Sounding Board was struck by the time spent by credit unions and Scotcash in assessing affordability, and
creditworthiness. Time spent with the customers can be off-putting to certain borrowers, we spoke to a satisfied Wonga
customer who described the simplicity and the speed of processing as key, the borrower didn’t want long application forms
or time waiting for decisions. We accept that speed of approval is the consequence when detailed face to face affordability
assessments are undertaken:
•

“we have an extensive and detailed flow chart of decision making covering lending, credit, criteria, income, history, CRA
checks through Experian” 94

•

“CRA checks for mortgage only, otherwise we rely on the experience of loan officers many of whom have been with us for
up to 8 years, if it’s not the instant loan product then they must have been saving with us for 10 weeks”95

•

“Affordability is taken very seriously, and creditworthiness and history. Any loan request over £1000 requires a CRA
check. We have a team of trained underwriters, and we’ll often offer lower limits than requested”96
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•

“It’s difficult to answer what percentage of customers want a loan or need money advice, they appear (at Scotcash) in
desperation. We check affordability and creditworthiness. We work out if they can afford a loan, we check 8 weeks bank
statements, we check their responses, do they look you in the eye, are they clued up, do they know what they have (in
their account) you pick up info from them. An interview can take 30 minutes, sometimes longer, it depends how
forthcoming they are”97

7.8

Speed of decision making, speed of delivery

7.8.1

The distinction between speed of assessment and speed of delivery was made during evidence hearings. The industry
pointed out that speed of decision making was not unique to payday loan companies; their unique selling point (USP) is
speed of delivery. Related to this, Scotcash identified the speed of decision making as an issue in their “did not appear”
(DNA) rate from cancelled appointments if they cannot be seen quickly enough. Glasgow’s credit unions believed it was
impossible to meet creditworthiness assessments in the times attributed to payday lending decision making.
•

“The OFT expressed concern that loan decisions were made too quickly and that speed and convenience were promoted as
benefits. The speed of decision making with CFA members and other credit issuers is exactly the same. You can get a
credit card or mortgage decision instantaneously. The difference is the speed of delivery – short-term loan can be in your
account within the hour, while other credit products take days and weeks before your account is credited. In either case
application process is the same and mostly set out by statute.” 98

•

“Customers will often phone on, say, a Friday, and we cannot give them an appointment until the following Monday or
Tuesday, then they “no show”. This indicates that they may not actually need the money and have initially looked to
borrow through ‘want’ – we need to get the message out that ‘want’ is different from ‘need’ and give people time to
understand the implications of borrowing that may not be necessary.”99
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•

“We cannot provide instant, short term cash to the wider community, that would threaten our members deposits”100

•

“We see a worrying trend of people turning to payday for the lure of the quick cash, but the problem is normally longer
term”101

•

(to compete in that short term space) “It would require a loan guarantee fund”102

7.9

Forbearance and working with debt and money advice

7.9.1

On forbearance, where most debt advisors would interact with short term and other non-standard lenders we took
soundings on a (slowly) improving relationship, perhaps as a result of the pressures on the sector post the OFT review. We
heard repeatedly that some lenders were better than others, those who were part of the trade body, the CFA, escaped,
somewhat, the criticism on forbearance. Provident Financial escaped the criticism around forbearance to a greater degree:
•

“Payday companies are often new, without good systems (to work with CAB) and don’t show much forbearance”103

•

“Home credit is a very simple concept to explain, no late payments, no default fees. I don’t think you’ll see too many of
our customers at CAB; if money’s not there, we don’t chase it…fewer than 1% (of 1.8m customers) end in litigation and
that’s usually about “won’t pay not can’t pay”104

•

We signpost failed applicants to the free Money Advice Trust…we put funds into Step Change” 105

•

“All CFA members refer to free debt advice sector, all members freeze interest after 60 days”106

•

“Since OFT review we have had better responses to engagement, on balance CFA members and better than non CFA
members”107
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•

“CFA have been making efforts to (get lenders to) comply (with CFA code). Others, who we know, often one man bands,
don’t comply with regulations at all- the real issue is the consequences of rollovers” 108

7.10

Cost and price and a cap on credit

7.10.1 The need for a cap on the total charge for credit or an interest rate cap in some form has puzzled many who have given
evidence. A slim majority were against a cap on credit, a few vehemently for one. We remain unconvinced on the need for
an interest rate cap but are more taken with the concept of a total charge for credit and are encouraged by the statements
of maximum liability, effectively a self-imposed cap, per £100 issued that CFA and Axcess Europe advised.
7.10.2 We were concerned to hear of multiple loans with different (and sometimes the same) lenders, and horrified to hear of
same day, frequent advances to a customer with a clear gambling addiction for whom debt counselling and not debt
accumulation would clearly have been required.
7.10.3 We are taken with some of the evidence from the USA on a limit of loans or at least the prevention of multiple live loans.
This approach can be achieved through better data use:
•

“On average Step Change clients with payday debt have six loans, with an average of £1,700 in debt. We had one client
with £37,000 of payday debt, from ten companies, client had originally borrowed £5000” 109

•

“Majority of people we see with payday loans have six and will be due to pay out more than their income” 110

•

“We saw a customer with 3 x £200 payments from one lender in one afternoon, no affordability checking being done,
straight in, straight out to the bookies next door, around 1 in 10 payday loans we think have a gambling related issue”111
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•

“CFA members are not the architects of “spirals of debt” - the most you will ever repay if you borrow £100 is £204 –
different from the portrayal…we decline nine out of every ten online applications, Under the terms of the code of practice,
all (CFA) members freeze interest and fees after 60 days”112

•

“I would make the point that Cheque Centre freezes the interest after a single default fee of £30 is applied. That is why
the £100 loan should grow no bigger than £155 (£100 loan + £25 fee + £30 default fee)”113

•

“We need to legislate on income ratios, on a database so we know in real time who’s got a loan. In markets where price
sensitivity is an issue make it easy, set legislation on income ratios, and put all high cost credit loans and applications on
a database. Yes, its uneconomic to serve certain groups but you’d identify the people who had applied for and been
refused credit and you can help them with either debt advice, money advice, or financial education” 114

•

“These markets (short term, small sum, higher risk) are difficult to serve, there’s a silence of subsidy – we’ve got to realise
that it’s expensive, and hard and complicated but if it’s a public service we need to subsidise”115

•

“People on the lowest incomes would suffer the most. people who use online payday will have more access elsewhere” 116

•

“PFRC report infers caps are inconclusively proved to be beneficial and difficult to apply fairly, it is not good enough to
excuse payday by saying there will be worse outcomes if we do nothing – this is an issue of morality, allowing the status
quo to continue) is unacceptable” 117

•

“Not convinced that TCC is helpful, capping would take supply out of the market, where would customers go?”…“USA
model might be different, credit can be nationally specific and a cultural thing, I’d be cautious about assuming that a
regularity solution there is applicable here” 118
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•

We don’t think a cap will help. It’ll damage people you are trying to assist, people will go online, go elsewhere if you
shrink the market so much. You need proper lending controls, conditions, regulations” 119

•

“The case for capping is overwhelming – countries with these measures have lower levels of illegal lending as well as
lower levels of personal debt. Yet the government listens only to the industry that claims caps could stop them lending –
just as turkeys claim Christmas is a bad idea. This stance now makes Britain one of the few places in the world where
consumers can be charged extortionate rates of interest without any form of redress”120

8.

Shaping solutions

8.1

Many witnesses at the hearings agreed that the City Council could be active in a number of areas. There was a consensus
that promoting the alternatives, supporting and marketing credit unions and Scotcash as well as raising the issues of financial
capability and the hazards of over indebtedness including health and wellbeing information would be beneficial.

8.2

Discussion acknowledged that this is a difficult market to be involved in and able to influence. Alternatives that serve and
compete directly on price at either a capped rate of lending (credit union) or (closer to) sustainability rate (CDFI) is, in our
view, not possible. The example of London Mutual Credit Union piloting a payday lending service is interesting yet learning
that it cannot legally generate income above £2 per £100 issued on a 30 day loan (26.8% APR) to be sustainable, illustrates
the point. We understand that in addition to the interest applied on their payday loans they offer a same day transfer service
that incurs an additional £11 cost, giving a total cost of credit of £13 per £100 on a 30 day loan. If it was charged as interest
and not a transaction fee £13 on £100 over 30 days would produce an APR of 343.4%
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8.3

The Sounding Board accept that there is an on-going demand for small sum credit, with swift decision making, and quick, if
not necessarily instant, loan completion.

8.4

Credit union lending is capped, although Glasgow’s award winning personal lending CDFI Scotcash is not. We see a role for
them in addressing a small part of the short term / instant credit market.

8.5

They advised us that improvement in infrastructure and improvements in pre-screening could assist their aim of seeing
people more quickly, they offer instant loans, unsecured, competitively priced for risk, but they need to be able to do so with
a speed of processing, after affordability and creditworthiness checking, that replicates short term lending. For them to
compete head-to-head with payday lending would invoke APRs that would lead to criticism and a reputational risk.

8.6

We wish to support them, to provide loans more quickly to meet the desire for fast cash in an environment of longer periods
of repayments, same cash amount advanced, smaller weekly instalments with fewer penalty charges in repayments. Resisting
the evidence of need, to offer short term loans. Directing customers to the alternatives before the infrastructure can process
applications quickly, (with smart software and more staff); and loan finance is increased, the credibility of these alternatives
will be diminished.

8.7

The affordable credit alternatives in Glasgow cannot compete on advertising and marketing to reach their customer;
advertising of these and other alternatives would be beneficial. The Sounding Board acknowledges that developing a
marketing approach to advertise Scotcash and the credit unions would raise their profile amongst the target population.

Wonga and other CFA payday lenders have invested significantly in their infrastructure by purchasing data to assist their decision
making, in contrast the restricted resources at Glasgow’s credit unions and Scotcash mean a more cumbersome approach to
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lending requiring customer patience and understanding for this approach, the advantages are around price, the disadvantages
include speed of processing:
•

“There’s a space for people who need credit, payday loans turn a problem into a crisis, there needs to be a suitable
alternative” 121

•

“We (Scotcash) take time to work out if a loan is right (for customer) it may not always be right. Our leaflets advertise an
alternative to what is already out there, most of our customers will have loans with Provident. Advertising spikes interest
but we don’t have a lot of money to advertise, to compete, payday has a high impact on radio and on the internet“122

•

“We cannot process instantly, debt collection is time consuming…we verify all debts, check arrears, defaults we can and
we would verify all defaults. 10th loan is checked as vigorously as the first”123

•

“In terms of advertising would like to see more balance - there are no public messages about indicators of debt or (credit)
alternatives” 124

•

“We need to learn from health service advertising on reaching groups – a campaigning style, information on financial
education on beer mats, embracing celebrities – we go an awful lot on trust, of what people are selling to us”125

•

“There needs to be an increase in alternatives: Credit unions and CDFIs”

•

“Credit unions don’t have the infrastructure to compete and their cap means they cannot cover costs” …”Would be good if
high street bank would lend small sums, this is a niche market” 126

•

“Glasgow (Council) could increase awareness of alternatives, run case studies, articles, lobby Holyrood and Westminster,
improve legislative controls, limit ratio of loans to income, (lobby for) develop real time database” 127
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8.9

The scale of debt being seen by debt advice agencies in Glasgow and the demand for credit has alarmed the Sounding
Board, many people referred to payday loans increasing as a proportion of debts seen, but were circumspect in identifying
payday alone as the reason for triggering the face to face or telephone or online contact. Most saw this as part of a wider
debt issue, and alarmingly, several identified a link to an increase in gambling debts.
•

“We’ve seen a shift from credit card debt, down 5% to personal loan debt, up 20%... Past two years the issues of payday
lending have moved from a trickle to a flood…there are reservoirs of people pretty close to the edge” 128

•

“Universal Credit will have an impact on how we assess (customers). We’ll change the way we ask questions. The ongoing cost of living challenge for lower income customers will become more pressing”129

•

“We think there are more and more young people; and older women with gambling addictions (using payday). I think
there is an issue of older women in isolation turning to bingo online, for community, companionship”130

•

“Difficult to say whether its payday loans that are throwing people over (the final straw) or part of a wider debt problem”
131

•

“There’s an iceberg phenomenon here, CPA takes payment (from account) leaving further residual damage, we see the
residual damage, people don’t present to us with payday (loans) alone. It’s part of a broader issue of debt, payday loans
leave other payments missed, increasing mental and physical health problems and exacerbating problems. A cost benefit
analysis on other services would go deeper… section 11 cases in 2012 (in Glasgow) were 2892 of which 5721 evictions
with all of the associated costs” 132

8.10

We were alarmed to hear of practices, such as texting, to entice customers to rollover debts, or the on-going harassment of
customers which appeared to be illegitimate.
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8.11

Regulation is demanded. The CFA are embarking on a high profile self-regulation approach, culminating in a high profile
review of practice with a member of the Big 4 accountancy firms to lay out their code of conduct and expectations of their
membership. The new FCA appears to have set itself a task (from 2014) of bearing down on unscrupulous practice, The OFT
review gave 12 weeks’ notice, but then delayed the starting gun by not serving their letters to payday and other short term
lenders caught in their review particularly quickly. A Competition Commission review remains a distinct possibility, Stella
Creasy MP and others continue to campaign for this to be undertaken. Some fear the legislation to allow a total charge for
credit may have lost momentum.
•

“The move from FSA to FCA will drive some (payday loan companies) out of business; it’s a totally different regime from
2014, not guidance but rules. FCA will have a much heavier emphasis on consumers”133

•

“We try to work with the (short term loan) industry, to find common ground, there needs to be tougher regulation, the
issue of consumer detriment is significant, treating customers fairly , external compliance, a need to engage more on
these issues with money advice sector - there’s a difficult balance between consumer choice and consumer protection”134

•

“(in) all reports that have been written (about short term lending) no one; consumer groups, politicians, no one has said
they would ban payday lending. There’s been a learning curve, this is a new product, the FCA has highlighted that they
will regulate hard on debt management companies (fee paying) and short term lending…FSMA restrictions will be placed
on all credit providers…rogue lenders will be driven out of the market”135

•

“…We’ve operated out own code of practice since 2010, I’m not sure that the CFA code of conduct (in place since Nov
2012) has been given enough time, it’s hard to draw conclusions on efficacy; that said we don’t think self-regulation is
sufficient” 136
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•

“The FCA has been empowered (from 2014) to address payday lending. The solution lies in stamping out unfair practice”
137

•

“UK government are looking into a Competition Commission investigation – we should use the law to make these loans
unenforceable, they are not complying with laws on Irresponsible Lending Guide (ILG) and other aspects of lending” 138

8.12

An evaluation of the London Mutual payday loan work is being undertaken. However regardless of the evaluation, we
believe that the credit union movement should be supported.

8.13

We want to encourage credit union membership and a savings culture, increasing membership from those most likely to
access payday and other non-standard loans. Promoting credit union membership to secondary school pupils will
complement the existing financial education policies of the Council and by opening a juvenile savings account with a £10
donation for all first year pupils will help to achieve this goal. Where we can, we will also support the swifter processing of
instant, unsecured loans, with a longer repayment period more akin to 30 weeks than 30 days.

8.14

The Church of Scotland is active in their attempts to support community finance. They have expressed interest in supporting
those community lenders in Glasgow who have an appetite to serve the short term loan market and we welcome their
potential intervention.

8.15

We also recognise that Glasgow City Council can only take a minimal risk in using its own resources to underwrite or
guarantee losses - even if we could persuade all of Glasgow’s credit unions to participate in such a proposal.

8.16

Beyond highlighting the dangers and promoting the affordable credit alternatives a number of suggestions were made to
raise the inspection levels and standards associated with lenders. Emboldening trading standards and investigating the
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applicability of planning and website restrictions as well as harnessing public opinion around the health and wealth
warnings of high cost credit.
8.17

Utilising all available council functions to highlight the indicators and consequences of debt to ensure consumers are more
aware of the choices available to them and the longer term impacts. In particular the costs and potential consequences of
taking a non-standard loan, where the alternatives are located and where to find free advice and support before and after
taking a loan.

9.

Conclusion
To address the issues arising from the evidence that exacerbate long term poverty, operating within its sphere of influence,
the Sounding Board propose 17 recommendations across four categories:

•

Regulation and constraint

•

Promotion and prevention

•

Influence and evidence

•

Changing behaviour
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Resulting directly from our conversations we will start by:
•

Actively promoting a savings habit for all first year secondary pupils by opening a credit union savings account with a
donation of £10 per pupil;

•

Actively promoting the service, ethos and values of the credit unions; encourage their growth to open up access to
low cost share-based affordable credit;

•

Increasing the marketing of Scotcash and credit unions;

•

Explore opportunities to develop Scotcash in partnership with Glasgow Housing Association;

•

Investigate the development of lower cost alternatives;

•

Publicising the assistance and advice available;

•

Investigating ways to increase the number of apprentices in a Glasgow wide programme of financial capability to
inform potential consumers about their credit options, budgeting and saving;

•

Lobbing the UK Government to outlaw the CPA practice for loans of less than six months term;

•

Investigate the prevalence of and correlation between gambling, particularly Fixed Odds Betting Terminals (FOBTs),
and the co-location of gambling premises near payday loan outlets;

•

Promote the necessity of a real time database and restrictions in the number of individual short term loans held at any
one time;

•

Discouraging access to payday lending websites from any Council portal;

•

Reducing payday shop development on the high street;

•

Reducing the ability of payday lenders to advertise via the shop front;

•

Emboldening Trading Standards Officers (TSO’s) to ensure all appropriate legislation is being properly met.

Glasgow City Council has heard a broad range of evidence from the sector and is committed to tackling what many believe
to be a malevolent business provided to those who have little or no alternatives to make ends meet. Despite the positive
experiences and consumer satisfaction it is evident that high cost loans take money from those who have least and within
82

our sphere of influence, working in partnership we aim to redress the lack of viable alternatives to increase the health and
wellbeing of those most affected.
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Glossary
APR

Annual Percentage Rate

CDFI

Community Development Finance Institution

CFA

Consumer Finance Association

CPA

Continuous Payment Authority

CRA

Credit Reference Agency

FOBTs

Fixed Odds Betting Terminals

FSMA

Financial Services & Markets Act 2000

GAIN

Glasgow’s Advice & Information Network

GEMAP

Greater Easterhouse Money Advice Project

ISF

Institute for Fiscal Studies

OFT

Office of Fair Trading

PFRC

Personal Finance Research Centre

SPF

Scottish Pension Fund

SPT

Strathclyde Passenger Transport

TSOs

Trading Standards Officers
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